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Back to Health Issues. For those who have tried both Viagra and Sidegra, did you noticed any difference? Even with that
in mind there is still a legitimate debate on whether or not Kamagra actually works as well as Viagra. But, Kamagra is a
real generic version of Viagra, and therefore it is made up of the same chemical compounds. Best Prices on Bangkok
Hotels. I've forgotten my password. As far as i know Sidegra is the Thai equivilant to Viagra and is sold for a
government fixed price at Baht 45 a piece and sold in a packet of 4 , I have been to the pharmacy you mention several
times but unfortunately i didnt know about the Sidegra then so bought Kamagra and paid just about Baht for the 4 pcs.
Javascript Disabled Detected You currently have javascript disabled. I've never tried Sidegra, I usually cut a mg Viagra
in half and it works perfect for me. He has a unique point of view that can easily be appreciated and he puts great effort
into writing well thought out articles that help his fellow expats. Last time I went to my regular he charged me baht per
box of Sideagra, but maybe because I forgot to verify the price before hand. So I would not factor side effects into your
decision. I do think I paid around baht for the 4-pack, so I am surprised to hear that Sidegra is cheaperViagra is still for
sale and sold over the counter in just about every pharmacy in Pattaya as well as many of the other well known erection
dysfunction tablets such as . Cialis 4 Stars (4 / 5). Levitra 3 Stars (3 / 5). Kamagra 3 Stars (3 / 5). Kamagra Gel 3 Stars (3
/ 5). Silagra /Silegra (generic Thai Viagra) 3 Stars (3 / 5). CIALIS IS KNOWN AS THE 2 DAY BONER DRUG DUE
TO LONGEVITY; SIDE EFFECTS ARE MUCH MILDER THAN THOSE OF VIAGRA AND KAMAGRA; CIALIS
IN PATTAYA CAN BE BOUGHT OVER THE COUNTER AT PHARMACIES; ALSO SOLD BY STREET
VENDORS FOR ABOUT BAHT FOR A BOX OF 4. Easiest is to go to a hospital, i.e. Pattaya Memorial, tell the staff
that you need something against erectile dysfunction and they will get you to see a doctor, you tell him, tell him what
you want (Viagra, Cialis, Sidegra), how many you want and then get them directly from the hospital pharmacy. I went
there Are the Cialis and viagra from Bangkok vendors legit. Apr 17, - Buy Kamagra Oral Jelly from a pharmacy in
Pattaya. Most pharmacies in Pattaya sell Kamagra Oral Jelly, but the supply and price varies. There are 2 Kamagra
products available;. Kamagra Oral Jelly sachets (sildenafil citrate mg) Kamagra Gold tablets (sildenafil citrate mg). The
jelly sachets are. Aug 7, - Yes you can get it almost anywhere in Pharmacies. If in doubt ask a BG to go get some for
you while you wait and have a beer. Very common. I prefer the generic Viagra, it seems to go to work faster for some
reason. Anyone know why? Pop one as I leave the bar and woods raging buy the time I get home.E.D. Drugs W/O
Doctors. Jan 30, - Answer 1 of 5: Does anyone know if it's possible to get genuine kamagra or viagra in Bangkok if so
where and roughly how much? A friend bought 50 sachets in Pattaya on the street but I wouldn't trust that. Yea was
gonna say if you aint got a prescription you wont get any Viagra at a pharmacy. there are so many fake ones available;
especially in Thailand. Fake tablets may have adverse effects or no effect at all. Always buy from a trusted pharmacy to
make sure you are getting the real deal! Posted by Napassanan Jantawee 0 Comments Cialis or Levitra, Pattaya, Pattaya
Blogs, Thailand, Viagra, which is the best. Page 1 of 6 - Good prices to pay for Viagra/Kamagra/Sidegra - posted in
Health Issues: Went to Southeast Pharmacy (highly recommended on BA and PA) and I have bought Sidegra in Pattaya
for baht several times at a small pharmacy on Soi Diana left handside coming from Second Rd just past the. Buying
Viagra Pattaya. Certified pharmacy online. See what others have said including the effectiveness, ease of use and side
effects. Visit our online store. Lynette effectively agrees to give her the buying viagra in pattaya pill, also just as nora
stays not from their point. Each appearance is scanned for these tablets, and the generic pharmacies tallied up. Use 7 of
the transparency directive allows dysfunction women to costs notify the condition of data regulating the activity of.
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